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METALLOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION· OF
THE SAN· GABRIEL BELL FRAGMENT

By

COLIN G. FINK AND

E.

P. POLUSHKIN

Introduction.
The bell fragment was submitted to us by Mrs. Mar/ jorie F. Tichy, Curator of Archaeology of the Museum of
New Mexico at Santa Fe. Mrs. Tichy reported that the
fragment had been found some months ago at a site called
San Gabriel del Yunque. This site is not far from .the San
Juan Indian Pueblo where the original capitol of New Mexico was founded by.Onate in 1598. ·The fragment was possibly part of a church bell of Onate's San Gab;riel Mission.
To establish more positive evidence of the old origin
of the bell, we submitted the fragment to an examination
of the metal, its workmanship and composition. We also
examined the .patina and other products of corrosion. . It
was presumed that on the basis of the information thus
optained it would be p.ossible to form a definite opiriionas
---~-·--to-theageof the metal of the bell, in particular whether
.
the bell had been made before or after 1598.
Genera~

\.

Characteristics of the Fragment
The fragment is of triangular shape with a rounded _
front surface and a plain flat base (Fig. 1) .. The front·
view discloses a crudely designed baluster in relief. The
maximum height of the fragment is approximately 3 inches,
and. the maximum width of the base is approximately 3
inches. The inside surface of the bell is' concave and smooth.
The fracture is coarse-grained and somewhat unusual.
(Figs. 2, 3,·and 4), reflecting the poor quality of the alloy.
It is very porous, especially near the base. There are numerous blow holes (Fig. 4). This ipdicates that the bell
was a very crudely made casting.
The Patina
The patina is particularly interesting and noteworthy.
The relatively smooth surfaces are covered with a continu145
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ous thin layer ofa lark green patina~ The patina 'of the
fractm:e is mQre variegated ~ Besides the green hydrous
'carbonate (malachite) there ar'e the blue hydrous carbonate'
(azurite) and the ~ed cuprous oxide distinctly' visible.
There are also some gray and brown mineral parti~les iro-,
,bedded in the fracture.
Careful examin~tion of the surface. of the'-fragment did
not disclose any" artificial patination .or- vestiges of some
other r~cent treatment of the specimen aside from scraJclles
due to overzealous cleaning. It has the typical surface
characteristicsof'a genuine old bronze. The malachite and
azurite' are ,products of -slow disintegration or corr6~iori. of
the si:Irface~

I

, Microscopic. Examination
In order to exami~e the s'tructure of, the metal under
the microscope; a very small piece was cut off from' a protrudinKsection of the' base., Itsdimens'ions were approximately-7.5 mm: by 4.5 'mm.. The location of the sample is
shown in Fig. 3. ;,
"
, The specimen was 'imbedded in mounting"material'and
" fin,~ly polished. '
'
.'
Examinati()n' of :the polished section under' the ~icr9
scope proved' that the fragment contains a 'considerable
amount of lead, m~ktly tnineralized. In Figs. 5, 6, and, 7 whichrepresent-typical'views, lead appears as dark shaded
areas. The lighter areas represent copper oxide and some
c~lcareous 'substance.
Examination under polarized light'
-rev~ale'd'the presen~e of red copper oxide (Cu 20) and black
alldgray minerals. At the ~dge of the polished section many
foreign incJusioris were revealed (Figs, :8-10). Very likely
these were. 'taken up from the soil in contact with the metal
and cemented to .the metal by silica solutions or by some
other, bonding material.'
'
lnorder to d~velop the metal strtictur!'l' ~he polished
section was etcheq with ferric chl.oride ,solution plus hydro'chloric add, Figs. 11 and, i2 show typical views of the
~icrostructure after nOl:mal (Fig. 11) and a,fter prolonged
etching (Fi15; 12). ' In both photomicrographs the back~
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ture of ,the b~~nze as well as the patina on the 'bronze definitely: establishes -that .the fragment _is very old. ; But
whether it is a 16th, 17th or 18th century product cannot- _
be determined due to lack of sufficient evidence. This evi- .'
dence might be obtainable'1,lpon further excavation at the
site where the fragfuent was found and discovery of other'
articles unquestionably 'assjgnable to 1598.

Fig. 5.

Upper left.

FIG. 6.
FIG. 7.

Upper right. Lead (I) and oxidation (0) products. x 200 dia.
Lower. x 200 dia.

Unetched. x 200 dia.

AGGLOMERATION

OF

FOREIGN PARTICLES ON THE SURFACE

8. Upper left. Unetched. x 750 dia.
9.. Upper:right. Unetched. x 200 dia.
FIG. 10. Lower. Unetched. x1000 dia.
FIG.
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VIEWS OF MICROSTRUCTURE
SS-Solid solution of tin in copper. d-Tin-rich constituent.

I-lead
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FIG. 11. x 200 dia.
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FIG. 12. x 200 dia.

